holding force.
Binder Travel: 65 mm (-z direction).
Initial blank setup position: Gauging pins are used to locate the part in proper location during binder closure. The pin locations are provided in the Nastran format mesh model file and are located at ) 496 , 420 ( ) , ( − ± = y x mm, each with a radius of 15 mm. A pre-bent blank is used and the shape of the pre-bent blank is provided in the blank mesh file. The rolling direction of the sheet coil is along the x-axis (see Figure 2) . .
Tool moving direction:
Lower Punch: stationary Upper Die: moving down (-z direction) Binder: moving down (-z direction)
Figure 1. Forming tool
In this benchmark, participants can use either physical beads or line beads in the forming simulation. The information for the physical bead geometry and bead centerlines is provided in the math files. Line Bead forces should be calibrated from the following bead section profiles (see Figures 2, 3 and Tables 1 and 2 ).
Figure 2.
Bead centerlines, transition points, and coordinate system orientation. 
Trimming
Complete trim lines are defined in an IGES file for trimming operation.
Springback
After trimming, the part is rotated around x axis toward y direction (rear ward) 40 degree to be put on checking fixture (car position). The checking fixture constraint points are shown in Figure  4 , listed in Table 3 , and in the IGES file: decklid_spbk_constrain_point.igs. All coordinates in all tables and files are in the die position. However, since the constraints are applied in the fixture position, the following description of the three types of constraint A-C refer to the fixture position (which is rotated by 40 degrees around the x-axis). Participants should be careful to identify the location of the constraints using the coordinates in Table 3 BEFORE rotating the mesh, and then impose the following three constraints AFTER rotation. If the constraint locations are not identified before rotation, then the coordinates in Table 3 must also be rotated with the part in order to obtain the correct location of the constraints in the fixture position. The nature of the constraints in the fixture position are as follows:
1. Locations A1-A4 are 10x10 mm square-shaped clamping in the z direction (up and down).
2. Location B is a 20 mm diameter hole and pin, also called 4 way constraint (x and y constraint).
3. Location C is a 20x24 mm slot and a 20mm diameter pin, also called 2 way constraint (fore/after constraint in car position or y-direction constraint on checking fixture).
The participant should apply boundary conditions based on the checking fixture information. The springback should be reported at the specified points 1 through 20 shown in Figure 4 , listed in Table 4 , and found in the IGES file: decklid_springback_measure_location.igs. The springback amount is measured in the direction perpendicular to the part. 
Files for simulation
Geometry data are represented by Nastran mesh format & IGES.
Nastran File:
The blank mesh is defined in its original flat form and after pre-bending in the following two files:
decklid_flat_blank.nas decklid_prebend_blank.nas
The tools are defined in mesh form without bead geometry on the binder in the following file:
decklid_model_without_bead.nas
Triangular and quad elements are used.
IGES File:
The tools are also defined in surface form respectively with and without bead geometry on the binder in the following three files:
decklid_model_w_bead_lower.igs decklid_model_w_bead_upper.igs decklid_model_without_bead.igs
Only the lower surface is provided for the tool without drawbeads.
ead centerlines and the trim lines are described by line geometry in the following files, respectively,
decklid_bead_centerline.igs decklid_trimline.igs
The locations of strain and springback measuring points and springback constraint locations (die position) are provided in the following files:
decklid_spbk_constrain_point.igs decklid_springback_measure_location.igs decklid_strain_meas_sec.igs

Material Property Files
Standard properties are listed on the first worksheet and additional material information is provided on secondary worksheets in the following Excel spreadsheets in case participants want to use more sophisticated material models.
BM1_AL6111-T4P.xls BM1_BH180.xls
BENCHMARK REPORT
The due date for benchmark submission is listed on the website. All results are to be reported using the benchmark report template that is included in the download (BM1_Report_TMP.xls). Instructions for participating in the benchmark is provided in the file General_Instructions.doc. The following information is requested for each material on the appropriate Excel worksheet prepared for the two metals:
1. Total upper die force (kN) vs. binder travel for full model during forming. Distributions: 1.
(max 100 points) 2. Blank draw-in (mm) after forming at Sections DN1 through DN7 (see Figure 5) . The draw-in measurement starts from binder closure and bead set and is defined as the three dimensional distance between the blank edge at the binder closure and the blank edge when forming is complete. Data values: 7. 3. True major strain on top surface, true minor strain on top surface, and thickness (not strain) at elements closest to the specified points on Sections AA through DD ( Figure 6 ). Strains must be dimensionless, not in units of percent. The exact locations of these points are specified in the file: decklid_strain_meas_sec.igs and listed in Tables 5 through 8 
